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A classification of all the computable functions is given in terms of subrecursive 
programming languages. These classes are those which arise from the relation "primi- 
tive recursive in." By distinguishing between honest and dishonest classes the 
classification is related to the computational complexity of the functions classified, and 
the classification has a wide degree of measure invariance. The structure of the honest 
and dishonest classes under inclusion is explored. It is shown that any countable 
partial ordering can be embedded in the dishonest classes, and that the dishonest 
classes are dense in the honest classes. Every honest class is minimal over some dishonest 
class, but there are dishonest classes with no honest class minimal over them. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been much work on classifying computable functions into hierarchies 
[1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 14, 21, 26], but none of these hierarchies has served to classify all 
of the computable functions. In fact, there is work which indicates that it is not likely 
that any hierarchy could provide a worthwhile classification of all the computable 
functions [2, 16, 25]. Thus a degree-theoretic approach, which is guaranteed a priori 
to deal with all the computable functions, may prove more fruitful for classifying all 
the computable functions. 
In view of recent work in the theory of computation, particularly the development 
of the theory of computational complexity, it is both desirable and possible for a 
classification of computable functions to elucidate the computing properties of the 
functions which are classified. For example, some hierarchies have been related to the 
computational complexity of the functions which they classify [2, 6, 7, 21]. It is also 
desirable that a classification be explainable in terms of natural algorithmic schemes 
for computing functions. Thus certain hierarchies have been defined by means of 
subrecursive programming languages [5, 6, 21]. 
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The work on the classification of computable functions which is discussed below 
is guided by the principles that a classification should deal with all the computable 
functions, that it should be motivated by natural algorithmic schemes, and that it 
should elucidate the computing properties of computable functions. 
2. AUGMENTED LOOP LANGUAGES 
Meyer and Ritchie [21, 22] have studied a Loop language for manipulating non- 
negative integers tored in registers; there is no limit to the size of the integer which 
may be stored in a register and there is an infinite supply of registers. The Loop 
language consists of instructions of the following five types: 
(1) X = Y 
(2) X=X+l  
(3) x = 0 
(4) LOOP X 
(5) END 
where "X" and "Y" may be replaced by any names for registers from an infinite set 
of register names. The first three types of instructions have the obvious interpretation. 
"X ~- Y" means that the integer stored in Y is copied into X; the previous contents 
of X disappear and the contents of Y remain unchanged. "X = X + 1" means that 
the integer stored in X is incremented by one. "X = 0" means that the contents of X 
are set to zero. 
A Loop program is a sequence of these instructions in which the LOOP-END pairs 
are matched like right and left parentheses. The instructions in a Loop program are 
normally executed sequentially in the order in which they occur in the program. 
Type-(4) and -(5) instructions affect he normal order by indicating that a block of 
instructions i to be repeated. Specifically, i fP  is a Loop program, and the integer in X 
is x, then "LOOP X, P, END" means that P is to be executed x times in succession 
before any instructions after the "END" are executed. Changes in the contents 
of X while 1 ~ is being repeated o not alter the number of times P is executed; if the 
integer in X is 0, then 1 ~ is not executed at all. 
To the five types of instructions discussed above we add the following three types 
of instructions: 
(6) IF X :~0 GO TO La 
(7) La CONTINUE 
(s) x = F(Y) 
where "X" and "Y" may be replaced by any names for registers, "La" may be 
replaced by any label from an infinite set of labels, and "F"  may be replaced by any 
name (G6del number) of a computable function. 
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Programs are defined inductively; a finite sequence of instructions of types (1)-(8) 
is aprogram if it is (a) one instruction of types (1), (2), (3), or (8), (b) the concatenation 
of two programs which have no labels in common, (c) of the form "LOOP X, P, END" 
for some program P, or (d) of the form "La CONTINUE, P, IF X :# 0 GO TO La" 
for some program P not containing the label "La". " IF X :# 0 GO TO La" means 
that if the integer in X is not equal to zero then the next instruction executed is the 
one with label "La"; if the integer in X is zero then the next instruction executed is
the one following it. "La CONTINUE" does nothing; the next instruction executed 
is the one following it. If the integer in Y is y and F names f, then "X ---- F(Y)" 
means that f (y)  is copied into X, and the contents of Y remain unchanged; instructions 
of this type can be thought of as calling a subroutine which computes f (y ) .  
A program consisting of instructions of the first seven types only is a generalprogram. 
If f is a computable (total recursive) function of one argument, then a program 
containing no type-(6) or -(7) instructions and only type-(8) instructions of the form 
"X ~- f(Y)" is an augmented Loop program in f. 
Programs are used to compute functions as follows: some registers X 1 ,..., Xn are 
designated as input registers, and a register Y is designated as an output register; if 
when the initial contents of registers X 1 ,..., Xn are x I ,..., x n , respectively, and the 
initial contents of all other registers are zero the subsequent execution of the program 
P leaves f (x  I ,..., xn) in Y, then P is said to compute f (with the designated input and 
output registers). For example, the following augmented Loop program in f computes 
2 t~yl when y is the initial contents of the input register Y and X is the output register: 
X----0 
X=X+l  
Z = f(Y) 
LOOP Z 
LOOP X 
X=X+l  
END 
END. 
We let Pr( f  ) denote the class of functions computed by the augmented Loop programs 
in f; we refer to such classes as Pr classes. 
Our first task is to determine what functions are computed by augmented Loop 
programs and by general programs. To this end we recall some definitions. If for all 
X 1 ,..., X n 
f (Xl  , . . . ,  Xn)  ~ g(hl(X 1 ,..., xr~),..., hm(Xl ..... Xn)), 
57x1616-9 
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then the funetionfcomes from the functions g, h x .... , h m by the operation of substitution. 
If for all x 1 ,..., x~ 
f(O, x 1 .... , xn) ~-- g(xx .... , xn), 
and for all x I ..... x , ,  y, 
f (y  + 1, x 1 ,..., x , )  = h(y,  x 1 , . . . ,  Xn, f (y ,  X 1 ..... X,)), 
then the function f comes from the functions g and h by the operation of primitive 
recursion. The function f is primitive recursive in the function g i f f  can be obtained 
from g together with the zero function z, the successor function s, and the projection 
functions Pn i by finitely many applications of the operations of substitution and 
primitive recursion; for all x, i, n, and x 1 ..... Xn, with 1 ~< i ~ n, 
z(x) = O, s(x) = x + 1, and Phi(X1 , . . . ,  Xn)  ----- X i . 
A function is primitive recursive if it is primitive recursive in the zero function z. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any computable function f (of one argument), Pr( f )  is the class 
of functions primitive recursive in f .  
Proof. The proof that every function primitive recursive in f is in Pr(f) ,  is a 
variant of the proof in Meyer and Ritchie [22] that the Loop programs compute the 
primitive recursive functions. The functions f, z, s, and Pn i, are obviously computable 
by augmented Loop programs in f; we must show that P r ( f )  is closed under the 
operations of substitution and primitive recursion. Suppose that the function k comes 
from the functions g, h I ,..., h r , by substitution and that Q, Pl ,..., Pr are augmented 
Loop programs uch that with input registers U1 ,..., Ur and output register V, 
program Q computes the function g, and such that with input registers Xi.1 ,..., Xl,n 
and output register Zi, program Pi computes the function hi 9 Let Y1 ,..., Ym be all 
the registers named in Q, Pl ..... Pr and let WI ,..., Wn+r be registers not used in Q, 
Pl .... ,P~. The program 
Yx =0 
Ym = 0 
X1,1  = W 1 
Xx.n ~ Wn 
Pl 
clear registers in P l  .... , Pr,  Q 
set inputs for Pl 
compute hl(x x ..... x , )  
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Wn+l ~ Z 1 
Y1 = 0 
Ym = 0 
Xr,1 ~ Wt  
Xr.n = Wn 
Pr 
W,+r = Zr 
Y1 = 0 
Ym = 0 
U1 = Wn+l 
Ur ~ Wn+r 
Q 
store hl(x  a .... , x,~) in Z 1 
clear registers in Pa ..... P~, Q 
set inputs for Pr 
compute hr(x 1 ,..., xn) 
store h~(x 1 ..... x~) in Z~ 
clear registers in Pl ,..., Pr ,  Q 
set inputs for Q 
Y1 ~ X l  
: set inputs for P 
Yn = Xn 
P compute g(x  1 .... , xn) 
K ----- G set f(O, x 1 .... , Xn) = g(xl  ,..., "~n) 
Z =- 0 set z = 0 
LOOP Y 
Wl=O 
: clear registers in Q 
Wm = 0 
with inputs registers W 1 ,..., Wn and output register V computes the function k. 
Suppose that the function k comes from the functionsg and h by primitive recursion 
and that P and Q are augmented Loop programs uch that with input registers 
Y1 ,..., Yn and output register G program P computes the function g, and such that 
with input registers Z0 ..... Zn+l and output register H program Q computes the 
function h. Let W 1 . . . . .  Wm be all the registers named in Q, and let X 1 ,..., Xn, K, Y, Z 
be registers not named in P or in Q. The program 
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Z0=Z 
Z 1 = X 1 
Zn = Xn 
Zn+l  = K 
Q 
K=H 
z=z+l  
END 
set inputs for Q 
compute h(z,  x 1 . . . . .  x ,  ~, f ( z ,  x 1 ..... xn)) 
set f ( z  + 1, x I ,..., xn) 
= h(2;, x 1 , . . . ,  Xn ,  f ( z ,  x 1 ..... xn)) 
increase z by one 
with input registers Y, X 1 ,..., Xn and output register K computes the function k. 
That every function computed by an augmented Loop program in f is a function 
primitive recursive in f will be shown by induction on the length of augmented Loop 
programs in f. It is clear that programs consisting of only one instruction compute 
functions primitive recursive inf. Let P be an augmented Loop program infconsisting 
of more than one instruction with X 1 ..... Xn all the registers named in P; it is enough 
to show that the function p computed by P with input registers X 1 ,..., Xn and output 
register Xi is primitive recursive in f, assuming this fact for all augmented Loop 
programs in f with fewer instructions. The proof falls into two cases. 
Case 1. The last instruction in P is not of type (5) (not an "END"). Then the 
last instruction in P is of type (1), (2), (3), or (8), and P is of the form "Q, last instruc- 
tion" for an augmented Loop program Q containing fewer instructions than P. Let Q 
with input registers X 1,..., Xn and output register Xj compute the function q~.. 
If the last instruction in P is of the form "Xj = something" with Xj different from Xi 
then p = qi; if the last instruction is "Xi = Xj" then p = qj; if the last instruction is
"Xi = Xj + 1" then p = s o qi where s is the successor function; if the last instruction 
is "Xi = 0" then p = z, where z is the zero function; and if the last instruction is 
"Xi = f(X.i)" then p = f o q. In any case, the induction hypothesis makes the proof 
complete. 
Case 2. The last instruction i  P is of type (5). Then P is of the form "Q, LOOP Xj, 
R, END" with Q and R being augmented Loop programs in f containing fewer 
instructions than P. Let Q and R with input registers X x ,..., Xn and output register 
Xk compute the functions qk and rk, respectively; by the induction hypothesis they 
are primitive recursive in f. Let P0, Pl ,  P2 ,... be the sequence of primes 2, 3, 5,..., 
and for each x let (x)k be the largest y such that pk u divides x; it is well known that Pk 
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as a function of k and (x)k as a function of x and k are primitive recursive. Let the 
functions h, r, and p, be defined as follows: 
h(0, x, .... , x . )  = l~I ~ P -I ' 
k=l  
H~rk((h(u,xl ..... ~.))o ..... (h(v.xl ..... x,~}),~-l) h(y  + 1, x 1 .... , x~) = rk-1 
k=l  
r(X" 1 . . . .  , Xn) = h(PnJ(Xl ,..., Xn), Pnl(,%'l . . . .  , Xn) , . . . ,  Pnn(xl ..... Xn)) ,  
p(Xl ..... X.) = r(ql(xl ..... x.),..., q.(x~ ,..., ~.)). 
Then h, r, and p are primitive recursive in f and p is the function computed by the 
program P with input registers X1 ,..., Xn and output register Xi. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
It is well known that there are primitive-recursive coding and decoding functions 
such that every function of several arguments can be coded as a function of one argu- 
ment by these functions. Since all Pr classes contain these coding functions and are 
closed under substitution, we shall henceforth ignore the distinction between functions 
of one argument and functions of several arguments. For example, i f f  is a function 
of several arguments, Pr ( f )  shall be understood to be Pr(g), where g is a function 
of one argument which codes the function f. 
Now that it has been determined which functions are in Pr ( f )  for each computable 
function f, we shall determine which functions are computed by general programs. 
THEOREM 2.2. The class of functions computed by general programs is the class of  
partial recursive functions. 
Proof. Since any general program can clearly be simulated in any of a number of 
formalisms known to compute the partial recursive functions, every function computed 
by a general program must be a partial recursive function. 
By Kleene's normal form theorem [13, p. 288] there are primitive recursive functions 
U, T a , T 2 , T 3 ,... such that if ~o~ is the e-th partial recursive function of n arguments, 
then 
~.(Xl ..... x . )  ~_ u (~y(T . (e ,  x l  .... , x .  , y )  = o)) ,  
where "~"  stands for strong equality and "t~" stands for the operation of minimaliza- 
tion. Meyer and Ritchie [22] have shown that the Loop programs compute the primitive 
recursive functions; since every Loop program is a general program, it remains to show 
that the operation of minimalization can be accomplished by general programs. If P is 
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a general program with input registers X 1 ,..., Xn, Y and output register Z which 
computes the total recursive function p, V, W o ,..., Wn are registers not named in P, 
and La is a label not used in P, then the general program 
La CONTINUE 
Y=Wo 
X 1 = W 1 
Xn ~- Wn 
P 
Wo---- Wo + 1 
IF Z :~O GO TO 
V=O 
LOOP W o 
Wo ---- V 
V=V+I  
END 
La 
set inputs for P 
computep(x 1 .... , xn , y )  
increase y by one 
test ifp(x I ,..., Xny) = 0 
decrease y by one 
with input registers W 1 ,..., Wn and output register W 0 computes the partial recursive 
function q, where 
q(xl  ..... xn) ~ vy(  p (x l  ,..., xn , y )  = 0). 
Since composition of functions can clearly be accomplished by general programs 
(see proof of Theorem 2.1), the proof of the theorem is complete. 
For any computable function f, the class Pr(f) is a fairly small fraction of the class 
of computable functions. Since instructions of the form "X = f(Y)" can be thought 
of as calling a general program for computing f, the Pr classes eem like a natural 
candidate for a classification of the computable functions; a function is classified 
according to which Pr classes it belongs to. This classification can already be seen to 
have the desirable properties of classifying all the computable functions, and of being 
generated by natural algorithmic schemes, the augmented Loop programs. In fact, 
it follows from Theorem 2.1 that this classification is just the one which arises from 
the notion of relative primitive recursiveness. Kleene [14] introduced the primitive 
recursive degrees as follows: iff is a (computable) function, then the primitive recursive 
degree f o f f  is the class of all functions g such that g is primitive recursive in f  andf  
is primitive recursive in g. The map taking Pr(f) to f is an isomorphism of the partial 
ordering of the Pr classes ordered by inclusion onto the partial ordering of the primitive 
recursive degrees of computable functions ordered by relative primitive recursiveness. 
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Thus, studying the classification of computable functions into Pr classes is the same as 
studying the classification of computable functions into primitive recursive degrees. 
3. HONEST AND DISHONEST Pr  CLASSES 
In order to establish the connection between the Pr classes and the computational 
complexity of the functions which they classify it is necessary to define the running 
time of a general program. If we wish to consider the running time of a general program 
to be the number of individual instruction executions in the execution of the program, 
it is clear how to count executions of instructions of types (1), (2), (3), (6), and (7). 
It is not so clear how to count executions of instructions of types (4) and (5). However, 
we shall throw caution to the wind and count them in the most extravagant way 
possible. I f  P is a general program containing register names X 1 ,..., Xn and x 1 ..... xn 
are integers, then Tp(x 1 ,..., xn), the running time of P on x I ,..., xn, is the number of 
individual instruction executions required to execute t ) when x 1 ,..., x~ are the initial 
contents of X x ,..., Xn, respectively; the execution of instructions of types (4) and (5) 
will be counted as follows: (a) the transfer of control to a "LOOP X" instruction from 
the instruction preceding it will be counted as one operation, (b) each transfer of 
control from a "LOOP X" instruction to the program within its loop will be counted 
as one operation, (c) each transfer of control to an "END" instruction from the 
program within its loop will be counted as one operation, and (d) the transfer of control 
from an "END" instruction to the instruction following it will be counted as one 
operation. Note that Tp may be undefined (infinite) for some values of its arguments. 
We now define a notion of honesty which will make the connection between the 
Pr-class classification and computational complexity. We shall see later that these 
definitions, and the connection they establish, have a great deal of complexity measure 
invariance. I f f  is a computable function, the Pr class Pr ( f )  is honest if P r ( f )  = Pr(Tp) 
for some general program P, otherwise Pr ( f )  is dishonest. A computable function f is 
(pr-)honest of Pr ( f )  is honest, otherwise it is dishonest. We shall see that honest 
functions are computable by general programs with running times "roughly" equal 
to the function, while the running times of general programs which compute dishonest 
functions are always "greatly" larger than the function. This is the intuitive content 
of the honesty-dishonesty distinction. We shall begin to study this distinction with 
some technical theorems, the first of which shows that the running time functions are 
"very" honest. 
THEOREM 3. I. I f  P is a general program with register names Xl ,..., Xn, then there 
is a general program Q with register names X 1 ,..., Xn, Xn+l such that with input registers 
X x ..... Xn and Xn+l as output register Q computes Tp, and such that for all x 1 ,..., x,, 
To(x 1 ,..., x , ,  0) = 2Tp(x x ,..., x,). 
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Proof. Q comes from P by simply inserting instructions to make register Xn+I a 
"clock" for the running of P. Specifically, the instruction "Xn+I = Xn+a + 1" is 
inserted after each instruction of types (1), (2), (3), (7), and before each instruction of 
type (6); in addition the instruction "Xn+I = Xn+l + 1" is inserted both before and 
after each instruction of types (4) and (5). The resulting program is the desired Q. 
Note that if Q is a general program which computes the function f, then To(x ) >~ 
f(x) "-- x for all x (wherey --" z isy  --  z i fy -- z is nonnegative, and is zero otherwise). 
Therefore the complexity of running time functions is very well defined. 
The next theorem shows that Loop programs can simulate general programs for 
a previously specified number of steps. Let P be a general program which uses registers 
X 1 ,..., Xn, and let T be another egister. A P-Loop simulator is a Loop program S l, 
such that when the initial contents of registers X 1 ,..., Xn, T are x 1 ,..., x n , t, respec- 
tively, the execution of Sp leaves Yl ,..., Yn, u in X 1 ..... Xn, T, respectively, where 
Yl ,..., Y,~, u are determined as follows: ifx 1 .... , x,, are the initial contents of X 1 ,..., Xn,  
respectively, and P is run either for t steps (execution of t instructions) or until it halts, 
whichever comes first, theny 1 ,..., Yn are the final contents of X 1 ,..., Xn,  respectively, 
and u = 0 if P did not halt and u equals t minus the number of steps until P halted if 
P did halt. 
THEOREM 3.2. For every general program P a P-Loop simulator Si, exists. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of instructions in the program P. 
We define two special sequences of instructions, U = 1 -- (1 -- T) and T = T -- 1, 
as follows: 
U = I - - (1 - -T ) :U=0 T=T- -  I :U  =0 
LOOP T LOOP T 
U =0 T =U 
U=U+I  U=U+I  
END END. 
Recall that x --" y equals x --  y if x --  y is nonnegative and equals 0 otherwise. In what 
follows we assume that T, U are registers that are not used in P. 
If P is a single instruction then Sp is 
U = 1 - -  (1 - -  T) 
LOOP U 
T=T- - I  
P 
END. 
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If P is the concatenation f two programs Q and R then Sp is the concatenation f S O 
and SR. I fP  is of the form "LOOP X, Q, END" then Sv is given by (1) below; i fP  
is of the form "La CONTINUE,  Q, IF X =/: 0 GO TO La" then Sp is given by (2) 
below (the indentations indicate LOOP-END pairings): 
(1) U=I - -  ( I •  (2) U=I - -  ( l - -T )  
LOOP U LOOP U 
T=T- - "  I T=T "--1 
LOOP X S O 
U = l~" (1 •  LOOP T 
LOOP U U = 1 - - (1 - - '  X) 
T =T "-- 1 LOOP U 
Sp T =T- - "  1 
END S O 
T=T- - "  1 T=T- -1  
END END 
T = T --" 1 END 
END T = T -- 1 
END. 
THEOREM 3.3. I f  f ~Pr(g) and the general program P computes g then there is a 
general program Q which computes f uch that T O ~ Pr(Tp). 
Proof. Let R be an augmented Loop program in g which computes f such that the 
registers named in R are all different from those named in P; such an R dearly exists. 
Let P have input register W and output register X, and let X x ,..., Xn be the other 
registers used in P. The program Q is gotten from R by replacing each instruction of 
the form "Y = g(Z)" by the following sequence of instructions: 
W=Z 
X=0 
X 1 = 0 
: set inputs for P 
Xn : 0 
P compute "g(Z)" 
Y = X set "Y = g(Z)". 
Q is a general program which computes f; to see that T O ~ Pr(Tp) we shall construct 
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an augmented Loop program S in Tp which computes To . Let T, U, T', X', Z' be 
registers not used in R, and let Sp be a P-Loop simulator with input registers T'  and 
X' and output register Z' and with no registers in common with R. S is gotten from R 
by inserting the instruction "T  = T + 1" after each instruction of types (1)-(5) and 
in addition before each instruction of types (4) and (5), and by replacing each instruc- 
tion of the form "X = g(Y)" by the following sequence of instructions: 
U =n+3 
LOOP U 
T=T+I  
END 
U =Tp(Y)  set T= T+ Tp(Y)+n+3 
LOOP U 
T - - - -T+I  
END 
T' = Tp(Y) 
X' = Y 
$p set "X = g(Y)" 
X=Z'  
where "U -- n + 3" stands for the instruction "U = 0" followed by a sequence of 
n q- 3 instructions "U = U + 1". A moment's reflection should convince the reader 
that S is the required program, and that the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Before we deduce some corollaries to the preceding theorems, we pause to make 
some definitions. I f f  and g are functions we say that g boundsf (f  ~ g) if f (x) ~ g(x) 
for all x, and we say thatg bounds f almost everywhere (f  <~ g a.e.) i l l(x) ~< g(x) for all 
but finitely many values of x. If h is a computable function, the computational com- 
plexity class Ch determined by h is the set of all functions f such that there is some 
general program P which computes f and Tp ~< h a.e. 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  the general program P computes the function f and for computable 
functions g and h, Tp ~ h and h ~ Pr(g), then f ~ Pr(g); in particular, if P computes f 
then f ~ Pr(Tp). 
Proof. An augmented Loop program in g which computes f is gotten by taking an 
augmented Loop program in g which computes h and adding to it a P-Loop simulator 
in such a way that on argument x, P is simulated for h(x) steps. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A computable function f is honest if and only if there is a general 
program P which computes f uch that T e ~ Pr(f). 
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Proof. Let P be a general program which computes f such that Tp ~ Pr(f). By 
Corollary 3.4, f~Pr(Tp). Thus Pr(f) ---- Pr(Tr) and f is honest. If Q is a general 
program such that Pr(f) = Pr(To) then by Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 there is a general 
program P which computes f such that T r ~ Pr(2To). Since for any h, 2h ~ Pr(h), 
Pr(2To) = Pr(f) and therefore Tp 6 Pr(f). 
Corollary 3.5 yields the intuitive characterization f honest functions as being 
those functions which can be computed in time "roughly" equal to themselves; a 
computable function is honest if and only if it can be computed in time primitive 
recursive in itself. A possible alternative definition of a function being primitive 
recursively honest would be to require that the graph of the function be primitive 
recursive; that is f would be said to be honest if there were a primitive recursive 
function p of two arguments such that p(x, y) ---- 1 if f(x) = y and p(x, y) ---- 0 if 
f(x) =/= y. It is not difficult o show that this notion of honesty implies the one studied 
here, but not conversely, and that each running time function is honest in this alternative 
sense. Thus the division into honest and dishonest Pr classes would be the same for 
both notions, and that division could be made independently of the notions of general 
programs and their running times. The subject of the complexity measure invariance 
of the honesty-dishonesty distinction will be discussed further below. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let g be an honest computable function. A computable function f is 
in Pr(g) if and only if there is a general program P which computes f and a function h 
in Pr(g) such that T I, ~ h. Therefore, g is honest if and only ifPr(g) = Uh~Prt~) Ch. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6 and the fact that g is honest. 
Axt [1, Lemma 7.1] observed that i f f  is bounded by g then every function primitive 
recursive in f is bounded by some function primitive recursive in g. We make this 
observation explicit in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. I f  f, g, and h are computable functions uch that f ~ g and h E Pr(f), 
then there is a k ~ Pr(g) such that h <~ k. 
COROLLARY 3.8. I f  f and g are computable functions uch that f is honest and f ~ g, 
then f ~ Pr(g). 
Proof. Let P be a general program which computes f such that T~ e Pr(f). By 
Lemma 3.7 there is a k e Pr(g) such that T r ~< k. By Corollary 3.4, f~  Pr(g). 
If P0, Pl .... is a systematic indexing of the general programs and ~00 , ~o 1,... are the 
partial functions they compute, then ~0o, ~1 ,... will be an acceptable Grdel numbering 
of the partial recursive functions in the sense of Rogers [27], and TPo, Trl ,... will be 
a computational complexity measure for the partial recursive functions in the sense of 
Blum [4]. Given such an indexing, it is a routine programming exercise to write a 
universal-Loop simulator (that is, a program U with two input registers I and X such 
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that when the initial contents of I are i then U behaves as a Pi-Loop simulator); this 
is essentially a restatement of Kleene's normal form theorem [13]. 
COROLLARY 3.9. I f  f is an honest function then Pr(f) h a computational complexity 
class. 
Proof. Let f0 , f l  .... be an r.e. increasing sequence of functions from Pr(f) such 
that for all functions g in Pr(f), g <~ fl for some i. One way to obtain such a sequence is 
to systematically index the augmented Loop programs in f, Pro,  P r  1 ,..., letting hi 
be the function computed by Pr i .  Then define 
j=i 
A(x)  = 
j=o 
By Corollary 3.6, Pr(f) = 0 i  Cf,, and by the union theorem of McCreight and 
Meyer [20], 0 i  CI~ is a complexity class. 
As was mentioned following the proof of Corollary 3.5, the honesty-dishonesty 
distinction could be made by defining the honest Pr classes to be those generated by 
a function whose graph is primitive recursive, and of course, the Pr classes themselves 
could be defined without reference to the augmented Loop languages. If this is done 
and another "natural" complexity measure such as Turing machine tape or time is 
introduced then the results of this section (or close analogues of them) all hold. 
Specifically, the honest Pr classes are just those generated by running time functions, 
as the running time functions are all very honest (although not necessarily to within 
a factor of two); i f f  ~ Pr(g) then some running time o f f  is primitive recursive in any 
running time of g; and a function f is honest [Pr(f) is honest] if and only if Pr(f) = 
[,)g~Pr(t) Co, where complexity classes are taken with respect o the new measure. 
Therefore, the properties of the honesty-dishonesty distinction for the Pr class 
classification developed in this section are invariant over a wide class of "natural" 
complexity measures. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF THE Pr CLASSES 
In this section we begin an investigation of the structure of the partial ordering 
under inclusion of the honest and dishonest Pr classes. We shall prove some results 
about this structure, and also take the opportunity to state some of the results which 
will be proved elsewhere [18, 19]. It should be noted that all of the results given in 
this section hold equally well for honest and dishonest classes of computable functions 
generated by the relations "elementary in," "doubly recursive in," "multiply recursive 
in," etc. Meyer and Ritchie [22] have studied the elementary honest classes, and 
results stated in this section adapted for these classes answer some of their open 
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questions. Basu [3] has studied an abstract notion of complexity closures which 
includes honest Pr classes as one example, but this notion is too weak to imply most 
of the structural results of this section. 
Axt [1] showed that for any natural number n there are recursive sets (characteristic 
functions) A o ..... An which are primitive recursively independent. We define an 
infinite sequence of sets A 0 , A 1 ,... to be simultaneously recursive if there is a recursive 
function a of two arguments uch that for all i, hx[a(i, x)] is the characteristic function 
of A~. Following Kleene and Post [15] we say that a simultaneously recursive sequence 
Ao, A 1 ,... is primitive recursively independent (in sequence) if for each i, Ai (i.e., 
hx[a(i, x)]) is not primitive recursive in 
hjx[a(j + (1 --" (1 -- ( ( j  + 1) - -  i))), x)]; 
that is, if A~ is not primitive recursive in the join of the other terms of the sequence. 
For the rest of this section let Pro ,  Pr l  .... be a systematic ndexing of the augmented 
Loop programs (in a fixed "dummy"  f) .  For any partial recursive function g we 
define pr(i, g) to be the partial recursive function computed by Pr i  such that when Pr i  
calls for a value of f (x)  it is given g(x) if g(x) is defined, and Pr~ does not halt and 
its output is undefined ifg(x) is undefined. The following lemma is from Axt [1]. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a recursive function c of two arguments uch that if f (x)  is 
defined and less than two for all x less than c(i, y) then pr(i, f ) (y)  is defined. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a simultaneously recursive sequence of primitive recursively 
independent sets. 
Proof. We shall construct a recursive function a taking values less than two such 
that if Ai is the set with characteristic function Ax[a(i, x)] then Ao, A 1 .... will be the 
required sequence. The construction will proceed by stages, defining a on finitely 
many new pairs of arguments at each stage. If  a~ is the partial function constructed by 
the end of the n-th stage, then we shall have a 0 _C a a _C --- and a = Ui ai (recall that 
functions are sets of ordered pairs). 
Stage O. Let a o ~ ;~ (the totally undefined function). 
Stage n (n > 0). Let a n be an_ 1 together with ordered pairs added as follows. 
Let h be the least x such that an_l((n)o, x) is undefined, and let m = c((n)x , k), 
where c is the function from Lemma 4.1, For each y and z such that y =/= (n)o, 
y ~< m, z ~< m, and such that a~_l(y, z) is undefined, let a~(y, z) = 0. Let 
b,(x) = an((X)o -k (1 "-- (1 "-- (((x)0 + 1) -- (n)0))), (x)l); 
b, is a coding of a,  except on arguments the first of which is (n)0. 
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Then define 
an((n)o, k) = 1 -- pr((n)x, bn)(k ). 
This completes stage n. 
To complete the construction let a = [~n an; it is clear from the construction that 
for each n, an C an+ 1 , and therefore a is well defined. The function a is total since if 
z = 2~3 y then as(x, y) is defined. Since the contruction of a is effective (in fact, it is 
primitive recursive in the function c), the function a is recursive and yields a simul- 
taneously recursive sequence of sets. It remains to show that the sequence is primitive 
recursively independent. 
For each i, let b i = I,~n bv3~; note that for allj and x 
bi(2J3 ~) = a(j + (1 -- (1 -- (( j  + 1) ~" i))), x) 
and hence b i codes the join of the sequence A 0 . . . . .  Ai_ 1 , Ai+ 1 , . . .  It remains to observe 
that for each i and n, stage 2i3 n of the construction guarantees that Ax[a(i, x)] :/= 
pr(n, hi). Thus the sequence given by a is primitive recursively independent. 
Since the function a is primitive recursive in the function c, and a function like c 
can be obtained primitive recursively from any function which bounds every primitive 
recursive function almost everywhere, a simultaneously recursive, primitive recursively 
independent sequence A0, A 1 .... can be obtained within Pr(f) for any function f
which bounds every primitive recursive function almost everywhere. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Every countable partial ordering can be isomorphicaUy embedded in 
the dishonest Pr classes. 
Proof. Note that by Corollary 3.8 i f f  is the characteristic function of a set which 
is not primitive recursive then Pr(f) is dishonest. Therefore it is enough to embed 
every countable partial ordering in the Pr classes of nonprimitive recursive sets. 
We shall establish that there is a primitive recursive partial ordering P such that every 
countable partial ordering can be embedded in P, and then proceed to use the sequence 
from Theorem 4.2 to build a copy of P in the Pr classes of nonprimitive recursive sets. 
This will parallel a construction used by Sacks [28] to show that every countable 
partial ordering can be embedded in the r.e. Turing degrees. 
LEMMA 4.4. There is a primitive recursive partial ordering P such that every 
countable partial ordering can be embedded in P. 
Proof of Lemma. Mostowski [24] has given a recursive partial ordering in which 
every countable partial ordering can be embedded. We shall show how to embed any 
recursive partial ordering in a primitive recursive partial ordering. 
Let R be any recursive partial ordering on the natural numbers (i.e., the characteristic 
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function of the graph of R is recursive). Fix a general program for computing R, and 
for each x let t(x) be the time required to compute R on {0 ..... x}. Let Q be a general 
program such that t ~ T o and such that T o is strictly increasing. Using a Q-Loop 
simulator one can construct a Loop program P such that on input x, P gives output y
if To(Y ) = x and P gives output 0 if there is no y such that To(y ) = x. 
One computes the partial ordering P on natural numbers x and y as follows: if 
x ,y r  o thenx~py i fandon ly i fx~y; i fx~rngT  o andy6rngT  o then 
x ~py  andy ~p x; if To(i ) = x and To(j) =y  then x ~py  if and only i f /~RJ  
(note that this last determination takes time about equal to the maximum of x and y). 
Since the characteristic function of the graph of P can be computed in time bounded 
by a primitive recursive function, P is primitive recursive. Also, T o is clearly an 
effective mbedding of the partial ordering R into the partial ordering P. This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
We now return to the proof of the corollary. Let A 0 , A 1 .... be a simultaneously 
recursive sequence of primitive recursively independent sets; note that each A i is 
not primitive reeursive. For each i let B i = {p~+l [X ~ Ai}. Then B0, B1 ,... is a 
simultaneously recursive sequence of pairwise disjoint, primitive recursively inde- 
pendent sets. For each i let Ci = O~<<.pi Bj.  Since P is primitive recursive, Co, C 1 .... 
is a simultaneously recursive sequence of sets. We shall now show that C i is primitive 
recursive in C~ if and only if i ~<p j. The proof of the corollary will then be complete. 
Suppose i ~p j. Let Ax[b(k, x)] be the characteristic function of Bk for each k. 
Since Bin  Cj = ;~ and 
x ~ Cj iff (Em ~ x)(En ~ x)(x = pn m+l & n ~e j  & x ~ Bn), 
C~ is primitive recursive in Akx[b(k + (1 "-- (1 '-- ((k + 1) --" i))), x)]. It follows from 
the primitive recursive independence of B o , B 1 ,... that Bi is not primitive recursive 
in C~. Since B, is primitive recursive in Ci, C, cannot be primitive recursive in Cj. 
Suppose i ~ j. Then C/_C Cj and Ci is primitive reeursive in C~ since 
x e Ci iff (Em ~ x)(En ~ x)(x = pn m+l ~ n .~p i & x ~ Cj). 
This completes the proof of the corollary. Note that the proof yields in addition that 
every recursive partial ordering can be effectively embedded in the Pr classes of non- 
primitive recursive sets. From the remarks preceding the statement of the corollary 
it also follows that every partial ordering can be embedded in the Pr classes within 
Pr(f) for any function f which bounds every primitive recursive function almost 
everywhere. 
The following lemma is essentially the Blum compression theorem [4]. 
LEMMA 4.5. For every computable function f there exists a characteristic function g 
such that g ~ Pr(f) and if the general program P computes g then T v ~ f a.e. 
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Proof. The function g will be constructed inductively;g(x) will be defined assuming 
g(y) has been defined for all y < x. If there is no uncancelled j ~ x such that 
Tpi(x ) ~< f(x) then set g(x) = 0. Otherwise let i be the least uncancelled j ~ x such 
that Tv~(x ) ~ f(x), set g(x) = 1 -- 9i(x), and cancel i. Every i such that Tpi is less 
than f on infinitely many arguments eventually gets cancelled, and therefore if the 
general program P computes g, Tp >~ f a.e. It is left as an exercise for the reader to 
write an augmented Loop program in f which computes g. (Hint: use a universal- 
Loop simulator.) 
Note that in the preceding lemma i f f  is honest hen the complexity ofg is roughly 
equal to f. I f f  is honest and g has the properties stated in Lemma 4.5 then we shall 
say that g is a characteristic function compressed atf. 
COROLLARY 4.6. I f  f is honest and c is a characteristic function compressed at f then 
Pr(f) is the greatest lower bound of the honest Pr classes which contain Pr(c). 
Proof. Let h be honest such that c ~Pr(h). By Corollary 3.6 there is a g ~ Pr(h) 
such that c e Cg, and therefore f ~ g a.e. Then by Corollary 3.8 f~Pr(g)  _C Pr(h). 
Therefore Pr(f) C Pr(n). 
COROLLARY 4.7. The dishonest Pr classes are dense in the honest Pr classes; that is if f 
and g are honest functions uch that Pr(f) C Pr(g) then there is a dishonest function d 
such that Pr(f) C Pr(d) C Pr(g), where C stands for proper containment. 
Proof. Let c be a characteristic function compressed atg, and for all x let d(x) = 
2f(x) + c(x). Then certainly Pr(f) _C Pr(d) _C Pr(g). If it were the case that g ~ Pr(d) 
then by Lemma 3.7 there would be an h ~ Pr(f) such that g ~ h, and by Corollary 3.8 
we would have g e Pr(h) _C Pr(f). Therefore Pr(d) C Pr(g). If it were the case that 
d E Pr(f) then we would have c s Pr(f) and by Corollary 4.6, g E Pr(f). Therefore 
Vr(f) C Pr(d). 
If we call the class of primitive recursive functions the zero Pr class then Corollary 4.6 
says that every nonzero honest Pr class is the greatest lower bound of the honest 
Pr classes which contain some particular dishonest Pr class. The next corollary shows 
that not all dishonest Pr classes occupy such a position. 
COROLLARY 4.8. There exists a dishonest Pr class such that no honest Pr class is 
minimal among the honest Pr classes which contain it. 
Proof. Let q~ be a total effective operator such that for all computable functions f 
and all g ~Pr(f), q)(f) ~> g a.e. For example, let q~(f)(x) = 5-',=0 pr(y,f)(x). By 
Fischer and Meyer [10] there is a computable characteristic function c such that c has 
q~ speedup; that is, if the general program P computes c then there is a general program 
Q which also computes c such that q~(To) ~ T e a.e. Now iffis honest and Pr(c) _C Pr(f) 
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then there is some general program P which computes c such that Te ~ Pr(f). Let Q 
be a general program which computes c such that qS(To) ~ T r a.e. Then T r r Pr(To) 
and hence Pr(c) _C Pr(To) C Pr(f). 
THEOREM 4.9. Let f and g be computable functions uch that f is not primitive recursive. 
There exists a computable characteristic function c such that f r Pr(c) and if P is a general 
program which computes c then T I, ~ g a.e. 
Proof. The function cwill be constructed inductively; c(x) will be defined assuming 
c(y) has been defined for all y < x. In the construction we shall use two types of 
cancellation: f cancellation and g cancellation. For all total functions h let h(x) = 
{(y, h(y)) l Y ~ x}. The computation ofc(x) is as follows: let i be the leastj ~ x (if any) 
such thatj  is not g cancelled and such that Tpj(x) ~ g(x); let k be the least j which is 
not f cancelled; if i is defined and i ~ k then let c(x) = 1 "-- 9i(x) and g-cancel i; 
ifi is undefined or k < i then let c(x) ---- O, and if there is ay ~ x such that pr(k, g(x))(y) 
is defined and unequal to f (y)  then f-cancel k. 
We first show that in the construction of c, every j eventually gets f cancelled. 
Assume that for all j < k, j gets f cancelled. Let x 0 be large enough such that every 
i /> k which ever gets g cancelled is g cancelled at some argument less than x 0 . 
If k were never to get f  cancelled then c(x) --- 0 for all x >/x  o . Thus c and therefore 
pr(k, c) would both be primitive recursive. Since f is not primitive recursive there 
would be a Y0 such that pr(k, c)(yo) ~ f(Yo). Let x 1 be greater than x 0 and Y0 and be 
large enough such that pr(k, g(Xl))(yo) is defined. Then pr(k, ~(xl))(y0) = pr(k, c)(yo) 
and k would get f cancelled on or before argument x 1 . Thus every j eventually gets f
cancelled, and f 6 Pr(c). 
We next show that if Tp,(x) < g(x) for infinitely many values of x, then P~ cannot 
compute c. Let x o be large enough such that every j less than i which ever gets g 
cancelled gets g cancelled on some argument less than xo, such that everyj less than i
is f cancelled on some argument less than Xo, and such that Tr,(x0) < g(Xo). Then 
c(xo) = 1 ~" ~o~(x0) if i has not previously been g cancelled. In either case i eventually 
gets g cancelled and c ~6 9~ 9 
The proof of the theorem is complete, and it should be noted that ifg is honest and 
bounds every primitive recursive function almost everywhere then the function c will 
actually be compressed atg. If we say that a function f is hard to compute if it is not prim- 
itive recursive, and that a function gkeepsfhard to compute i f f r  Pr(g), then Theorem 4.9 
says the following: for every functionfwhich is hard to compute there exist arbitrarily 
complex characteristic functions which keepf hard to compute. The proof of Theorem 
4.9 lends itself to a straightforward a aptation to a proof of the preceding fact stated 
in terms of relative complexity measures, which has also been observed by Lynch [29]. 
Specifically, let q~ be any relative complexity measure and let 5 be the set of functions 
of finite support (functions equal to zero on all but finitely many arguments). Let g, 
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h, and k be computable functions uch that i f f c  ~- and ~0J = g then q~iS(x) >~ h(x) 
for infinitely many values of x. Then there exists a computable function c such that 
if ~o i z = c then ~i r /> k a.e. and if 9~ c = g then ~j.C(x)/> h(x) for infinitely many 
values of x. 
One of the theorems to be proved elsewhere [19] is a strong density theorem for the 
partial ordering under inclusion of the honest Pr classes. In order to state the theorem 
we make the following definitions. Sequences f0 , ft  ,... and go, gl ,... of honest functions 
determine a gap if for all i, Pr(fi) _C pr(fi+l) , Pr(gi+l) __C Pr(gi), and Pr(fi) C Pr(g/); 
such sequences determine an effective gap if in addition there is a set {io, i 1 .... } which 
is recursive in O' (the complete, r.e. Turing degree) such that for all j, fj = 9i~j and 
THEOREM 4.10 Every countable partial ordering can be isomorphically embedded 
in the honest Pr classes within any effective gap. 
This theorem has two interesting special cases. 
COROLLARY 4.11. The honest Pr classes are dense; that is if f and g are honest 
functions uch that Pr(f) C Pr(g) then there is an honest function h such that Pr(f) C 
Pr(h) C Pr(g). 
COROLLARY 4.12. No r.e. properly increasing sequence of honest Pr classes has a 
minimal upper bound in the honest Pr classes. 
The restriction on the effectiveness of the gap in Theorem 4.10 cannot be relaxed 
since every nonzero honest Pr class is the least upper bound of a properly increasing 
sequence of honest Pr classes which is recursive in O". This is a consequence of the 
following theorem, which in turn is a consequence of the technical lemma which 
follows it. 
THEOREM 4.13. Every nonzero honest Pr class is the least upper bound of the honest 
Pr classes properly contained in it. 
L~MMA 4.14. Let f and g be computable functions uch that f is honest and Pr(f) 
Pr(g). There is an honest h in Pr(f) such that f r Pr(h) and h ~ Pr(g). 
In the partial ordering of the honest Pr classes, greatest lower bounds and least 
upper bounds of finite sets always exist. In fact 
THEOREM 4.15. The partial ordering of the honest Pr classes under inclusion is a 
distributive lattice. 
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Theorem 4.15 corrects an error in [17] in which a contrary result was announced. 
In addition, we have 
THEOREM 4.16. l f  f and g are honest functions uch that Pr(f) C Pr(g) then there are 
honest functions h1 and h 2 such that Pr(hl) ~ Pr(h2), Pr(h2) ~ Pr(hl), Pr(ha) t~ Pr(h2) = 
Pr(f), and Pr(g) is the least upper bound of Pr(hl) and Pr(h2). 
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